ABout Us

Socheat Kulab Tailor Shop In Phnom Penh Camboida, customized clothing designed by you
and fit for you. The socheatkulab website is brought to you by Socheat Kulab Brands (“SK”).
We provide these Terms and Conditions of Use ("Terms of Use") for the
www.socheatkulab.com, because it is important for you to understand the rights you have, and
the rights we have, in providing our online Site to you.

Affordable Elegance

Every dress from Socheat Kulab Tailors are measured and designed personally by Socheat
Kulab. Over the years, fashion changed from flowing garments to molding the cloth to fit the
body. In addition, fashion has come to mean not just following the dictates of the seller, but
instead providing the most flattering styles that make you look your best in quality fabric.
Socheat Kulab’s creation is one of the finest custom tailors of Cambodia. Established in 22,
March, 2008, we are one of the most respected names in women’s clothing, identified with
superior fabrics and meticulous and meticulous hand tailoring at affordable prices.

The Tailored Experience

Quality: When you consider the design of clothing as an art you don’t take details lightly. That is
why the quality of every SK’s Creations dress reflects a passionate attention to detail. From
perfectly matched patterns matched patterns, to well proportioned and fitted linings, to the finest
trimmings available. No detail is overlooked. Professional advice suited to your life style will be
given.

Measurements
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Precise measurements are taken to assure for your proper personal fit regardless of fabric or
style. All garments will be individually hand-cut, expertly tailored and hand finished by skilled
craftswomen to your personal specifications.

Delivery

Approximately 6 to 8 weeks from the date your order is placed. If you require garments sooner,
we will do our best to accommodate your request.

Affordable EAlteration

In the unlikely event that your new garment needs alteration, we ask that a local tailor make the
adjustments, then send us the bill. It is important that you inform us what the exact alteration
was, so that we may correct your file for future orders.

Designed and Tailored Clothing

Offer the finest tailored clothes for women:
- Every suit is individually hand-cut, an art we still value.
- Each suit is carefully checked by our master tailors, to maintain our high standards.
- All button-holes are hand-sewn with the finest silk thread, a keynote of quality workmanship.
- Each suit is cut on individual paper patterns, based on 35 of your exact measurements.
- All seams are reinforced for maximum durability.
Your physical appearance is an important key to success and a well made custom suit or dress
by Socheat Kulab Tailor will give you that confidence.

Now is the time for you to look at our Gallery and send us an email to reserve your personal
time for Socheat Kulab to introduce you to the economical, luxurious world of your own
custom-tailored clothing.
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We offer personalized attention to all of our customers.
Every dress is cut and tailored to specific measurements to give "That Perfect Fit"
The dress will reflect who are you?
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